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Abstract
Unsolved controversies about uncertainty relations and quantum mea-
surements still persists nowadays. They originate around the shortcom-
ings regarding the conventional interpretation of uncertainty relations.
Here we show that the respective shortcomings disclose veridic and un-
avoidable facts which require the abandonment of the mentioned inter-
pretation. So the primitive uncertainty relations appear as being either
thought fictions or fluctuations formulae. Subsequently we reveal that
the conventional approaches of quantum measurements are grounded on
incorrect premises. We propose a new approach in which : (i) the quan-
tum observables are considered as generalized stochastic variables, (ii)
the view is focused only on the pre-existent state of the measured system,
without any interest for the collapse of the respective state, (iii) a mea-
surement is described as an input-output transformation which modify
the probability density and current but preserve the expressions of the
operators. The measuring uncertainties are evaluated as changes in the
probabilistic estimators of observables. Related to different observables
we do not find reasons of principle neither for uncertainties-connections
nor for measuring compatibility/incompatibility.
Keywords Uncertainty relations, conventional interpretation, short-
comings, quantum meaasurements, reconsiderations.
PACS 03.65.-w, 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ca, 02.30.Nw
1 Introduction
Debates about the uncertainty relations (UR) are present in a large number of
early as well as recent publications (for a significant bibliography see [1–7]). In
a direct or dissimulated manner most of the respective debates are connected
with the so-called conventional interpretation of UR (CIUR), promoted by the
Copenhagen School and its partisans. Often CIUR is mentioned as fragmentary
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excerpts from a diffuse collection of statements. For all that it can be confined
around a restricted number of basic ideas (see below the next section). Less
mentioned is the fact that CIUR ideas are troubled by a number of still un-
solved shortcomings. As a rule, in the main stream of recent publications, the
alluded shortcomings are underestimated (through unnatural solutions or even
by omission).
The most known shortcomings of CIUR regards [1,8–24] the following pairs of
canonically conjugated observables Lz−ϕ, N −φ and E− t (Lz = z component
of angular momentum, ϕ = azimuthal angle, N = number, φ = phase, E =
energy, t = time). The respective pairs show anomalies in respect with the
usual (Robertson - Schrodinger) version of theoretical UR and, consequently,
they are in conflict with CIUR ideas. For solving the conflict in literature the
current attitude is to preserve CIUR as an immovable doctrine and to adjust
adequately the expressions of theoretical UR (for details see the Sections 3 and
4). But as an intriguing fact the mentioned adjustments differ among them
both quantitatively and qualitatively. So, until now, an agreement regarding
the mentioned conflict does not exist in the scientific literature.
In the alluded circumstances we think that an investigation ab origine of the
facts is of major interest. Such an investigation has to include:
(i) firstly, a search of the primary mathematical source regarding the theo-
retical UR and
(ii) secondly, a consideration of the respective source as a standard (reference
element) in the appreciation of things.
An investigation of the mentioned kind we propose in Section 5. Thus we
find that the searched source/standard is a Cauchy-Schwarz relation that must
replace the usual UR in debates regarding the above mentioned pairs of observ-
ables. But the respective finding disclose insurmountable contradictions with
CIUR.
A good appraisal of the proposed investigation requires to examine also other
things which reveal additional shortcomings of CIUR. Some of the respective
things were mentioned in publications only occasionally and without noticeable
impact in scientific community. But a significant class of such things can be
collected by a careful exploration of the corresponding facts and literature (see
Section 6). A minute examination of the elements of the respective class shows
that each of them contradict in an indubitable manner one or more basic ideas
(BI ) on which CIUR relies. Moreover the ensemble of the respective contradic-
tions, together with the inherent anomalies shown by the above precised pairs
of conjugated observables, incriminate in an insurmountable way the whole set
of the mentioned BI. So CIUR appears in a situation of indubitable failure and,
consequently, it must be re-evaluated and abandoned as an incorrect doctrine
(for details see Section 7).
The mentioned re-evaluation of CIUR entails a complete disconnection of UR
from their supposed significance regarding the quantum measurements (QMS).
The description of QMS is a question approached in a large number of con-
troversial debates (see publications [1–6, 25–29] and references). Most of the
respective debates promoted the presumption that the alluded description must
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be included within the framework of quantum mechanics (QM). Now we note
that, in spite of the mentioned disconnection of UR, the description of QMS
must remain a natural subject for scientific investigations. On the other hand
we think that the above alluded old presumption is unjustified from the view-
point of real physics practice . We opine that, according to the respective
practice, the description of QMS must be considered as a distinct and addi-
tional task in respect with the purposes of usual QM. Our opinions regarding
the reconsideration of QMS description are argued, presented and exemplified
in Sections 8-11 and in Annex A.
2 Basic ideas of CIUR
In the main CIUR concerns on the purpose to give a unique and generic inter-
pretation for the thought-experimental (te) relation
∆teA ·∆teB ≥ h¯ (1)
and for the theoretical formula
∆ψA ·∆ψB ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣∣〈[Aˆ, Bˆ]〉
ψ
∣∣∣∣ (2)
Relation (1) regards the te-uncertainties ∆teA and ∆teB for conjugated observ-
ables A and B (like A = x = coordinate and B = p = momentum ). It was
introduced [30,31] by means of so-called thought (or mental) experiments. For-
mula (2) (known as Robertson - Schro¨dinger UR) derives from the mathematical
formalism of QM (for some details see also Section 5).
Motivated by the mentioned concern CIUR was widely popularized and,
explicitly or implicitly, it is agreed in a large number of old as well as recent
publications. But as a strange aspect, in dissonance with such facts, in its
partisan literature CIUR is often presented so vaguely and fragmentarily that
it seems to be rather an intricate conception but not a well defined doctrine.
However, in spite of the respective aspect, one can see [32–34] that in fact
CIUR is founded on a resticted number of basic ideas (BI ). Here we report the
respective BI as follows:
BI.1: Quantities ∆teA and ∆ψA from relations (1) and (2), denoted by
a unique symbol ∆A, have similar significance of measuring uncertainty for
the observableA. Consequently the respective relations have the same generic
interpretation as UR regarding the simultaneous measurements of observables A
and B.
BI.2: In case of a solitary observable A the quantity ∆A always can have an
unbounded small value. Therefore such an obvservable can be measured without
uncertainty in all cases of systems and states.
BI.3: When two observables A and B are commutable (i.e
[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]
= 0)
relation (2) allows for the quantities ∆A and ∆B to be unlimitedly small at the
same time. That is why such observables can be measured simultaneously and
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without uncertainties for any system or state. Therefore they are considered as
compatible.
BI.4: If two observables A and B are noncommutable (i.e.
[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]
6= 0)
relation (2) shows that the quantities ∆A and ∆B can be never reduced con-
comitantly to null values. For that reason such observables can be measured
simultaneously only with non-null and interconnected uncertainties, irrespective
of the system or state.Consequently such observables are considered as incom-
patible.
BI.5: Relations (1) and (2), Planck’s constant h¯ as well as the measuring
peculiarities noted in BI.4 are typically QM things which have not analogy in
classical (non-quantum) macroscopic physics .
3 Cases of angular observables
In its integrity (previously delimited through BI.1-5 ) CIUR is vulnerable to
shortcomings connected with the pairs of angular observables Lz−ϕ and N −φ
(z-component of angular momentum - azimuthal angle, respectively number -
phase). Some of the respective shortcomings were debated in publications from
the last decades (see [1, 8–18] and references).
As regards the Lz − ϕ pair the mentioned debates revealed the following
facts: According to the usual procedures of QM, Lz and ϕ should be described
by the conjugated operators
Lˆz = −ih¯ ∂
∂ϕ
, ϕˆ = ϕ· (3)
respectively by the commutation relation[
Lˆz, ϕˆ
]
= −ih¯ (4)
So for the alluded pair the CIUR’s basic formula (2) requires directly the relation
∆ψLz ·∆ψ ϕ ≥ h¯
2
(5)
On the other hand the angular states of some systems (which will be specified
below) are described by the wave functions
ψm(ϕ) = (2π)
−
1
2 eimϕ (6)
with ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) and m = 0,±1,±2, . . .. For such states one obtains
∆ψLz = 0, ∆ψ ϕ =
π√
3
(7)
But these expressions are incompatible with relation (5).
For avoiding the mentioned incompatibility many publications promoted the
conception that in the case of Lz − ϕ pair the usual procedures of QM do not
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work correctly. Consequently it was accredited the idea that formula (5) must
be prohibited and replaced by adjusted ∆ψLz−∆ψ ϕ relations resembling with
(2). So, along the years, a lot of such adjusted relations were proposed. In the
main the respective relations are expressed in one of the following forms:
∆ψLz ·∆ψf(ϕ) ≥ h¯
∣∣∣〈g(ϕ)〉ψ∣∣∣ (8)
(∆ψLz)
2
+ h¯2 (∆ψu(ϕ))
2 ≥ h¯2 〈v(ϕ)〉2ψ (9)
∆ψLz ·∆ψ ϕ ≥ h¯
2
|1− 2π |ψ(2π − 0)|| (10)
where ψ(2π − 0) := lim
ϕ→2pi−0
ψ(ϕ).
In (8) - (9) f(ϕ), g(ϕ), u(ϕ) and v(ϕ) denote various adjusting functions
of ϕ asserted by means of some circumstantial (and more or less fictitious)
considerations.
A minute examination of the facts shows that, in essence, the relations (8)
- (10) are troubled by shortcomings revealed within the following remarks (R).
R.1: None of the respective relations is agreed unanimously as a correct
∆ψLz −∆ψϕ relation able to replace formula (5).
R.2: Mathematically the mentioned relations are not mutually equivalent.
R.3: Relations (8) - (9) have no rational justifications in the usual formalism
of QM (that however works very well in a huge number of applications).
R.4: The relation (10) is correct from the usual QM perspective (see formula
(41) in Section 5) but it conflicts with the CIUR’s idea BI.4 in the case of states
described by the wave functions (6).
In respect with the N − φ pair the situation is as follows. The respective
pair refers to a quantum oscillator and it is described by the operators Nˆ and
φˆ introduced by relations
aˆ = eiφˆ
√
Nˆ , aˆ+ =
√
Nˆe−iφˆ (11)
where aˆ and aˆ+ denote the known ladder (lowering and raising) operators. From
(11) one finds [
Nˆ , φˆ
]
= i (12)
CIUR’s basic formula (2) requires thus directly the relation
∆ψN ·∆ψφ ≥ 1
2
(13)
On the other hand for an oscillator in an energetic eigenstate one obtains the
results
∆ψN = 0 , ∆ψφ =
π√
3
(14)
(the last of these results, not mentioned explicitly in many publications, can be
obtained easily by means of the wave functions (17) given below). Now one can
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see that the results (14) invalidate the relation (13) and so it is revealed the
anomaly of N − φ pair in respect with CIUR.
Here we also add the next remarks.
R.5: Mathematically the situation of the N − φ pair is completely similar
with that of the Lz − ϕ pair. The respective similarity can be pointed out
as follows. If the wave functions are considered in the φ-representation (with
φ ∈ [0, 2π)) from (12) results that the operators Nˆ and φˆ have the expressions
Nˆ = i
∂
∂φ
, φˆ = φ· (15)
Then the Schro¨dinger equation for oscillator take the form
h¯ω
(
i
∂
∂φ
+
1
2
)
ψ = Eψ (16)
where E = energy and ω = angular frequency.
By considering ψ(2π − 0) = ψ(0) and E > 0 it results that in the φ-
representation a quantum oscillator is described by the wave functions
ψN (φ) = (2 π)
−
1
2 e−iNφ (17)
with N = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (correspondingly E = EN = h¯ω(N+1/2)). Then a direct
comparison of pairs of relations (15) and (17) respectively (3) and (6) attests
the announced mathematical similarity between the pairs N − φ and Lz − ϕ.
R.6: The similarity between the two pairs is also evidenced (perhaps less
visible) by the various ∆ψN − ∆ψφ adjusted formulae proposed in literature
(see [11, 13, 14, 16]) in order to replace (13) and to avoid the N − φ anomaly
in respect with CIUR. In their essence the respective formulae are completely
analogous with the relations (8) - (10) for the Lz−ϕ pair. Moreover, it is easy to
see that the mentioned formulae are troubled by shortcomings which are similar
with the ones mentioned above in R.1 - 4.
Now let us note that in the Lz − ϕ case the states described by (6) regards
exclusively the restricted class of sharp circular rotations (SRC) around the
z-axis. Such SRC are specific for a particle on a circle, for a 1D (or fixed-
axis) rotator, and for non-degenerate spherical rotations respectively. One finds
examples of systems with spherical rotations in the cases of a particle on a
sphere, of 2D or 3D rotators and of an electron in a hydrogen atom respectively.
The mentioned rotations are considered as non-degenerate if all the specific
(orbital) quantum numbers have well-defined (unique) values.
Here is the place to remind that the situation of the Lz−ϕ pair must be also
discussed in relation with the extended rotations (EXR). By EXR we refer to the
quantum torsion pendulum (QTP) and to the degenerate spherical rotations (of
the above mentioned systems) respectively. A rotation (motion) is degenerate
if the energy of the system is well-specified while the non-energetic quantum
numbers (here of orbital nature) take all permitted values.
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From the class of EXR let us firstly refer to the case of a QTP which [33,34]
can be regarded as a simple QM oscillator. Indeed a QTP which oscillate around
the z-axis is characterized by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
1
2I
Lˆ2z +
1
2
Iω2ϕ2 (18)
Here ϕ denotes the azimuthal angle with ϕ ∈ (−∞,∞), Lˆz is the z-component of
angular momentum operator defined by (3), I is the momentum of inertia and ω
represents the (angular) frequency of torsion oscillation. Then the eigenstates of
QTP have energies EN = h¯ω(N +1/2) and are described by the wave functions
ψN (ϕ) = ψN (ξ) ∝ exp
(
−ξ
2
2
)
HN (ξ) , ξ = ϕ
√
Iω
h¯
(19)
where N = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . signifies the oscillation quantum number and HN (ξ)
stand for Hermite polinomials of ξ. In the states (19) for the observables Lz
and ϕ associated with the operators (3) one obtains
∆ψLz =
√
h¯Iω
(
N +
1
2
)
, ∆ψϕ =
√
h¯
Iω
(
N +
1
2
)
(20)
With these expressions for ∆ψLz and ∆ψϕ one finds that for the considered
QTP the Lz − ϕ pair satisfies the prohibited formula (5).
From the same class of EXR let us now refer to a degenerate state of a
particle on a sphere or of a 2D rotator. In such a state the energy is E =
h¯2l(l+ 1)/2I where the orbital number l has a well-defined value (I = moment
of inertia). In the same state the magnetic number m can take all the values
−l,−l+ 1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , l − 1, l. Then the mentioned state is described by a
wave function of the form
ψl(θ, ϕ) =
l∑
m=−l
cm Ylm(θ, ϕ) (21)
Here θ and ϕ denote the polar and azimuthal angle respectively ( θ ∈ [0, π], ϕ ∈
[0, 2π)), Ylm (θ, ϕ) are the spherical functions and cm represent complex coef-
ficients which satisfy the normalization condition
l∑
m=−l
|cm|2 = 1. With the
expressions (3) for the operators Lˆz and ϕˆ in a state described by (21) one
obtains
(∆ψLz)
2 =
l∑
m=−l
|cm|2 h¯2m2 −
[
l∑
m=−l
|cm|2 h¯m
]2
(22)
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(∆ψ ϕ)
2
=
l∑
m=−l
l∑
k=−l
c∗m ck
(
Ylm, ϕ
2 Ylk
)−
−
[
l∑
m=−l
l∑
r=−l
c∗m cr (Ylm, ϕYlr)
]2 (23)
where (f, g) denotes the scalar product of the functions f and g.
By means of the expressions (22) and (23) one finds that in the case of
alluded degenerated EXR, described by (21) it is possible for the prohibited
formula (5) to be satisfied. Such a possibility is conditioned by the concrete
values of the cm coefficients.
R.7: The facts presented above in this section prove that, in reality, CIUR
is unable to give a natural and unitary approach of the problems connected with
the pairs of angular observables Lz−ϕ andN−φ. The respective unableness can
not be remedied in a way by means of the inner resources of CIUR. Consequently
it must be recorded as a major and unavoidable shortcoming of CIUR.
4 The case of energy and time
Another pair of (canonically) conjugated observables which are unconformable
in relation with the CIUR ideas is given by energy E and time t. That is why the
respective pair was the subject of a large number of (old as well as recent) con-
troversial discussions (see [20–24] and references). The alluded discussions were
generated by the following observations. On one hand E and t, as conjugated
observables have to be described in terms of QM by the operators
Eˆ = ih¯
∂
∂t
, tˆ = t· (24)
respectively by the commutation relation[
Eˆ, tˆ
]
= ih¯ (25)
In accordance with (2) such description require the relation
∆ψE ·∆ψt ≥ h¯
2
(26)
On the other hand because in usual QM the time t is a deterministic but not a
stochastic variable for any quantum situation (system and state) one finds the
expressions
∆ψE = a finite quantity , ∆ψt ≡ 0 (27)
But these expressions invalidate the relation (26) and consequently show an
anomaly in respect with the CIUR ideas (especially with BI.4 ). For avoiding
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the alluded anomaly CIUR partisans invented a lot of adjusted ∆E − ∆t for-
mulae destined to substitute the questionable relation (26)(see [1, 20–24] and
references). The mentioned formulae can be written in the generic form
∆vE ·∆vt ≥ h¯
2
(28)
Here ∆vE and ∆vt have various (v) significances such as: (i) ∆1E = line-
breadth of the spectrum characterizing the decay of an excited state and ∆1t =
half-life of the respective state, (ii) ∆2E = h¯∆ω = spectral width (in terms of
frequency ω) of a wave packet and ∆2t = temporal width of the wave packet,
(iii) ∆3E = ∆ψE and ∆3t = ∆ψA ·
(
d 〈A〉ψ /dt
)
−1
, with A = an arbitrary
observable.
Note that in spite of the efforts and imagination implied in the disputes con-
nected with the formulae (28) the following remarks remain of topical interest.
R.8: The diverse formulae from the family (28) are not mutually equivalent
from a mathematical viewpoint. Moreover they have no natural justification in
the framework of usual QM (that however give a huge number of good results
in applications).
R.9: In the specific literature (see [1, 20–24] and references) none of the
formulae (28) is agreed unanimously as a correct substitute for relation (26).
R.10: Consequently the applicability of the CIUR ideas to the E − t pair
persists in our days as a still unsolved question.
5 An investigation ab origine of the facts
In its essence the above presented conflict of CIUR with the mentioned pairs of
observables regards the applicability of the theoretical formula (2). A clearing
up of the facts requires an investigation ab origine of the conditions/range of
validity for the respective formula. Such an investigation can be done as follows.
Let us consider a quantum system whose state and observables Aj (j =
1, 2, . . . , r) are described by the wave function ψ and by the operators Aˆj re-
spectively. If (f, g) denote the scalar product of the functions f and g the
quantity 〈Aj〉 =
(
ψ , Aˆjψ
)
represents the mean (expected) value of the ob-
servable Aj in the mentioned state. Because Aj are stochastic variables they
show fluctuations (deviations from the mean values). The respective fluctua-
tions are described (in a first order approximation) by means of the correlations
Cjk =
(
δψAˆjψ, δψAˆkψ
)
where δψAˆj = Aˆj − 〈Aj〉. It is easily to see that the
alluded correlations satisfy the following two relations(
δψAˆjψ, δψAˆkψ
)
∗
=
(
δψAˆkψ, δψAˆjψ
)
(29)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
r∑
j=1
λjδψAˆjψ
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
r∑
j=1
r∑
k=1
λ∗jλk
(
δψAˆjψ, δψAˆkψ
)
≥ 0 (30)
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which imply the notations: f∗ = complex conjugate of f , ‖g‖ = norm of g,
λj(j = 1, 2, . . . , r) = a set of arbitrary and complex parameters. The relations
(29) and (30) show that the set of correlations Cjk constitutes a Hermitian and
non-negatively defined matrix. Then in accordance with the matrix algebra [36]
can be written the formula
det [Cjk] = det
[(
δψAˆjψ, δψAˆkψ
)]
≥ 0 (31)
where det [Cjk] denotes the determinant with elements Cjk. For two observables
A1 = A and A2 = B from (31) one obtains(
δψAˆψ, δψAˆψ
)(
δψBˆψ, δψBˆψ
)
≥
∣∣∣(δψAˆψ, δψBψ)∣∣∣2 (32)
i.e. a Cauchy-Schwarz relation for the functions δψAˆψ and δψBˆψ. For an
observable A regarded as a stochastic variable the quantity
(
δψAˆψ, δψAˆψ
) 1
2
=
∆ψA represents its standard deviation. From (32) it results directly that the
standard deviations ∆ψA and ∆ψB of two observables A and B satisfy the
relation
∆ψA ·∆ψB ≥
∣∣∣(δψAˆψ, δψBψ)∣∣∣ (33)
which can be called Cauchy-Schwarz formula. Note that the relations (31) -
(33) are always valid (i.e. for all observables, systems and states). The formula
(33) implies the less general UR (2) only when the two operators Aˆ = Aˆ1 and
Bˆ = Aˆ2 satisfy the conditions(
Aˆjψ, Aˆkψ
)
=
(
ψ, AˆjAˆkψ
)
(j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2) (34)
Indeed in such cases one can write the relation(
δψAˆψ, δψBˆψ
)
=
1
2
(
ψ,
(
δψAˆ · δψBˆψ + δψBˆ · δψAˆ
)
ψ
)
−
− i
2
(
ψ, i
[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]) (35)
where the two terms from the right hand side are purely real and imaginary
quantities respectively. Therefore in the mentioned cases from (33) one finds
∆ψA ·∆ψB ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣∣〈[Aˆ, Bˆ]〉
ψ
∣∣∣∣ (36)
i.e. the usual UR (2). The above general framing of UR (2)/(36) suggests that
for the here investigated questions it is important to examine the fulfilment of
the conditions (34) in each of the considered case. In this sense the following
remarks are of direct interest.
R.11: In the cases described by the wave functions (6) and (17) for Lz − ϕ
and N − φ pairs one finds(
Lˆzψm, ϕˆψm
)
=
(
ψm, Lˆzϕˆψm
)
+ ih¯ (37)
10
(
NˆψN (φ) , φˆψN (φ)
)
=
(
ψN (φ) , Nˆ φˆψN (φ)
)
− i (38)
R.12: For Lz − ϕ pair in the cases associated with the wave functions (19)
and (21) one obtains(
LˆzψN (ϕ) , ϕˆψN (ϕ)
)
=
(
ψN (ϕ) , LˆzϕˆψN (ϕ)
)
(39)
(
Lˆzψl, ϕˆψl
)
=
(
ψl, Lˆzϕˆψl
)
+
+ ih¯
{
1 + 2 Im
[
l∑
m=−l
l∑
r=−l
c∗m cr h¯m (Ylm, ϕˆ Ylr)
]}
(40)
(where Im [α] denotes the imaginary part of α).
R.13: For any wave function ψ(ϕ) with ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) and ψ(2π − 0) = ψ(0)
the following relation is generally true∣∣∣(δψLˆz ψ, δψϕˆ ψ)∣∣∣ ≥ h¯
2
|1− 2π |ψ (2π − 0)|| (41)
R.14: In the case of energy and time described by the operators (24) for
any wave function ψ one finds(
Eˆψ, tˆψ
)
=
(
ψ, Eˆ tˆψ
)
− ih¯ (42)
The things mentioned above in this section justify the next remarks
R.15: The Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) is an ab origine element in respect
with the usual UR (2)/(36). Moreover, (33) is always valid, independently if
the conditions (34) are fulfilled or no.
R.16: The usual UR (2)/(36) are valid only in the circumstances strictly
delimited by the conditions (34) and they are false in all other situations.
R.17: Due to the relations (37) and (38) in the cases described by the
wave functions (6) or (17) the conditions (34) are not fulfilled. Consequently
in such cases the usual UR (2)/(36) are essentially inapplicable for the pairs
Lz−ϕ respectively N −φ. However one can see that in the respective cases the
Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) remains valid as a trivial equality 0 = 0.
R.18: In the cases of EXR described by (19) the Lz − ϕ pair satisfies the
conditions (34) (mainly due to the relation (39)). Therefore in the respective
cases the usual UR (2)/(36) are valid for Lz and ϕ.
R.19: The fulfilment of the conditions (34) by the Lz −ϕ pair for the EXR
associated with (21) depends on the annulment of the right hand term in (40)
(i.e. on the values of the coefficients cm). Adequately the correctness of the
corresponding UR (2)/(36) shows the same dependence.
R.20: The result (41) points out the fact that the adjusted relation (10)
is only a secondary piece derivable fom the generally valid Cauchy-Schwarz
formula (33).
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R.21: As regards the energy-time pair the relation (42) shows that the
condition (34) is never satisfied. Consequently for the respective pair the UR
(2)/(36) is not applicable at all. For the same pair, described by the operators
(24), the Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) is always true. But because in QM the
time t is a deterministic (i.e. non-stochastic) variable in all cases the mentioned
formula degenerates into the trivial equality 0 = 0.
Based on the main notifications from R.15 - 20 now we add the following
complementary remarks.
R.22: For the Lz − ϕ pair the relations (3) - (4) are always viable in
respect with the general Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33). That is why, for a correct
description of questions regarding the respective pair, it is not at all necessarily
to replace the mentioned relations with some adjusted formula like [37]
Lˆz = −ih¯ ∂
∂ϕ
+ α (43)
or [14] [
Lˆz, ϕˆ
]
= −ih¯ (1− 2π δ (ϕ)) (44)
with α = an adjusting constant and δ(ϕ) = Dirac’s function of ϕ. (in (44) the
notations were adapted to the stipulations ϕ ∈ [0, 2π), Lˆz = −ih¯ ∂∂ϕ and h¯ 6= 1
used in this paper).
Note that the alluded adjustments regard the cases with SCR described by
the wave functions (6) when ϕ plays the role of polar coordinate. But for such a
role [38] in order to be a unique (univocal) variable ϕ must be defined naturally
only in the range [0, 2π). (The same range is considered in practice for the nor-
malization of the wave functions (6)). Therefore, in the cases under discussion
the derivative with respect to ϕ refers to the mentioned range. Particularly for
the extremities of the interval [0, 2π) it has to operate with backward respec-
tively forward derivatives. So in the alluded SCR cases the relations (3) and
(4) act well, with a natural correctness. The same correctness is shown by the
respective relations in connection with the EXR described by the wave functions
(19) or (21). In fact, from a more general perspective, the relations (3) and (4)
regard the QM operators Lˆz and ϕˆ. Therefore they must have unique forms
- i.e. expressions which do not depend on the particularities of the considered
situations (e.g. systems with SCR or with EXR).
R.23: The troubles of UR (2) regarding Lz−ϕ and N −φ pairs are directly
connected with the conditions (34). Then it is strange that in the almost all
of QM literature the respective conditions are not approached adequately. The
reason seems to be related with the nowadays dominant Dirac’s < bra| and
|ket > notations. In the respective notations the terms from the both sides of
(34) have a unique representation namely < ψ|Aˆj Aˆk|ψ >. Such a uniqueness
can entail confusion (unjustified supposition) that the alluded conditions are
always fulfiled. It is interesting to note that systematic investigations on the
confusions/surprises generated by the Dirac’s notations were started only re-
cently [39]. Probably that further efforts on the line of such investigations will
bring a new light on the conditions (34) as well as on other QM questions.
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The findings from the present section give solid arguments for the following
concluding remarks.
R.24: In respect with the conjugated observables Lz − ϕ, N − φ and E − t
the usual UR (2)/(36) is not adequate for the role of normality standard. For
such a role the Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) is the most suitable. In some cases
of interest the respective formula degenerates in the trivial equality 0 = 0.
R.25: In reality the usual procedures of QM ( illustrated by the relations (3),
(4), (12), (15), (24) and (25)) work well and without anomalies in all situations
regarding the above mentioned pairs of observables. Consequently in respect
with the conceptual as well as practical interests of science the adjusted UR like
(8), (9), (10) or (28) appear as useless inventions.
R.26: Conjointly the previous two remarks prove the fact that the cases of
the pairs Lz−ϕ, N−φ and E−t infringe in an irrefutable manner the idea BI.4
of CIUR. But such a fact must be notified as an unsurmountable shortcoming
of CIUR doctrine.
6 A class of additional shortcomings
In the main the CIUR shortcomings discussed above in connection with the
pairs Lz − ϕ, N − φ and E − t regard the idea BI.4 . Besides this fact the
other CIUR ideas, namely BI.1 - 3 and BI.5 are troubled by additional
shortcomings less reported in literature. As a rule, in publications, the respective
shortcomings are either ignored or mentioned on rare occasions. Moreover, even
in the alluded occasions the things are presented separately but not grouped
together in reunions destined for collective confrontings with CIUR. Here we
attempt to put forward such a reunion.
In this attempt we focus our attention on a category of facts able to offer
evidences about the mentioned additional shortcomings. The announced facts
are discussed piece by piece in the following remarks.
R.27: First of all we note the fact that the relation (1) is improper for a
reference/standard element of a supposed solid doctrine such as CIUR. This
happens because the respective relations have a transitory/temporary charac-
ter since they were founded on old resolution criteria (introduced by Abe and
Rayleigh - see [30,40]). But the respective criteria were improved in the so-called
super-resolution techniques worked out in modern experimental physics [41–48].
Then it is possible to imagine some super-resolution-thought-experiments (srte).
So, for the corresponding srte-uncertainties ∆srteA and ∆srteB of two observ-
ables A and B the following relation can be promoted
∆srteA ·∆srteB < h¯ (45)
Such a relation is able to replace the CIUR basic formula (1). But the alluded
possibility invalidate the idea BI.1 and incriminate CIUR in connection with
one of its main points.
R.28: Secondly let us refer to the term uncertainty used by CIUR for quanti-
ties like ∆ψA from (2). We think that the respective term is groundless because
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of the following considerations. As it is defined in the mathematical framework
of QM (see the previous section) ∆ψA signifies the standard deviation of the
observable A regarded as a stochastic variable. The mentioned framework deals
with theoretical concepts and models about the intrinsic (inner) properties of
the considered system but not with elements which refer to the measurements
performed on the respective system. Consequently, for a physical system, ∆ψA
refers to the intrinsic characteristics (reflected in fluctuations) of the observ-
able A. Moreover, the expressions (7), (20), (22) and (23) reveal the following
realities:
(i) for a system in a given state the quantity ∆ψA has a well defined value
connected with the corresponding wave function,
(ii) the respective value of ∆ψA is not related with the possible modifications
of the accuracies regarding the measurement of the observable A.
The alluded realities are attested by the fact that for the same state of the
measured system (i.e. for the same value of ∆ψA ) the measuring uncertainties
(regarding A) can be changed through the improving or worsening of experi-
mental devices/procedures. Note that the above mentioned realities imply and
justify the observation [49] that,for two variables x and p of the same system,
the usual CIUR statement ”as ∆x approaches zero, ∆p becomes infinite and
vice versa” is a doubtful speculation. Finally we can conclude that the ensem-
ble of the things revealed in the present remark contradict the ideas BI.2 - 4
of CIUR . But such a conclusion must be reported as a serious shortcoming of
CIUR.
R.29: The remark R.27 restricts the basic reference element of CIUR
only to the theoretical UR (2). On the other hand, as it was pointed in Section
5 the UR (2) is nothing but a secondary and problematical piece derived from
the primary Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33). Then it results that in discussions
about CIUR the piece UR (2) must be referred only through its affiliation to the
Cauchy-Schwarz formula. Such an affiliation discloses shortcomings of CIUR in
respect with the pairs of non-commutable observables Lz−ϕ, N−φ andE−t (see
sections 3, 4 and 5). But note that the mentioned affiliation reveals shortcomings
of CIUR even in the cases of commutable observables . An example of such a
case one finds with the cartesian momenta px and py for a particle in a 2D
potential well. The well is delimited as follows: the potential energy V is null
for 0 < x1 < a and 0 < y1 < b respectively V =∞ otherwise, where 0 < a < b,
x1 = (x+ y) /
√
2 and y1 = (y − x) /
√
2 . For the particle in the lowest energetic
state one finds
∆ψpx = ∆ψpy = h¯
π
ab
√
a2 + b2
2
(46)
|〈(δψpˆxψ, δψpˆyψ)〉| =
(
h¯π
ab
)2
·
(
b2 − a2
2
)
(47)
With these expressions it results directly that for the considered example the
momenta px and py satisfy the Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) in a non-trivial
form (i.e. as an inequality with a non-null value for the right hand side term).
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But such a result conflicts with the idea BI.4 and consequently it must be
reported as an element which incriminates the CIUR doctrine.
R.30 : The UR (2)/(36) is only a particular (two-observable) version of the
more general many-observable formulae (31). Then for the respective formulae
CIUR has to find an interpretation concordant with its own doctrine (summa-
rized in BI.1 - 5 ). Such an interpretation was proposed in [50] but it remained
as an unconvincing thing (because of the lack of real physical justifications).
Other discussions about the formulae (31) as in [13] elude any interpretation
of the mentioned kind. A recent attempt [51] meant to promote an interpre-
tation of relations like (31), for three or more observables. But the respective
attempt has not a helping value for CIUR doctrine. This is because instead
of consolidating the CIUR ideas BI.1 - 5 it seems rather to support the idea
that the considered relations are fluctuations formulae (in the sense discussed
above and bellow in R.28 respectively in R.33 ). We opine that to find
a CIUR-concordant interpretation for the many-observable formulae (31) is a
difficult (even impossible) task on natural ways (i.e. without esoteric and/or
non-physical considerations). An exemplification of the respective difficulty can
be appreciated by investigating the case of observables A1 = Lz, A2 = ϕ and
A3 = H = energy in the situations described by the wave functions (6), (19) or
(21).
R.31: The UR (2)/(36) fails in the case of eigenstates. The fact was men-
tioned in [52] but it seems to remain unremarked in the subsequent publications.
In terms of the here developed investigations the alluded failure can be discussed
as follows. For two non-commutable observables A and B in an eigenstate of A
one obtains the set of values: ∆ψA = 0, 0 < ∆ψB < ∞ and
〈[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]〉
ψ
6= 0.
But, evidently, the respective values infringe the UR (2)/(36). Such situations
one finds particularly with the pairs Lz − ϕ and N − φ in cases of states de-
scribed by the wave functions (6) and (17) respectively (see the Section 3). A
similar example is given by the pair A = H = L2z/2I = Hamiltonian (energy)
and B = ϕ in respect with states described by the wave functions (6).
Now one can see that the question of eigenstates does not engender any
problem if the quantities ∆ψA and ∆ψB are regarded as fluctuations charac-
teristics (see the remarks R.28 and R.33). Then the mentioned set of values
show that in the respective eigenstate A has not fluctuations (i.e. A behaves as
a deterministic variable) while B is endowed with fluctuations (i.e. B appears
as a stochastic variable). Note also that in the cases of specified eigenstates
the UR (6)/(36) are not valid. This happens because of the fact that in such
cases the conditions (34) are not satisfied. The respective fact is proved by the
observation that its opposite imply the absurd result
a · 〈B〉ψ =
〈[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]〉
ψ
+ a · 〈B〉ψ (48)
with
〈[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]〉
ψ
6= 0 and a = eigenvalue of Aˆ (i.e. Aˆψ = aψ ). But in the cases
of the alluded eigenststes the Cauchy-Schwarz formula (33) remain valid. It
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degenerates into the trivial equality 0 = 0 (because δψAˆ ψ = 0). So one finds a
contradiction with BI.4 - i.e. an additional and distinct shortcoming of CIUR.
R.32: Now let us note the fact UR (2)/(36) as well as the relations (31)
and (33) are one-temporal formulae because all the implied quantities refer to
the same instant of time. But the mentioned formulae can be generalized into
multi-temporal versions, in which the corresponding quantities refer to different
instants of time. So (33) is generalizable in the form
∆ψ1A ·∆ψ2B ≥
∣∣∣(δψ1Aˆ ψ1, δψ2Bˆψ2)∣∣∣ (49)
where ψ1 and ψ2 represent the wave function for two different instants of time
t1 and t2. If in (49) one takes |t2 − t1| → ∞ in the CIUR vision the quantities
∆ψ1A and ∆ψ2B have to refer to A and B regarded as independent solitary
observables. But in such a regard if
(
δψ1Aˆ ψ1, δψ2Bˆ ψ2
)
6= 0 the relation (49)
refute the idea BI.2 and so it reveals another additional shortcoming of CIUR.
Note here our opinion that the various attempts [53], [54] of extrapolating the
CIUR vision onto the relations of type (49) are nothing but artifacts without any
real (physical) justification. We think that the relation (49) does not engender
any problem if it is regarded as fluctuations formula (in the sense mentioned
in R.28 and R.33). In such a regard the cases when
(
δψ1Aˆ ψ1, δψ2Bˆ ψ2
)
6= 0
refer to the situations in which, for the instants t1 and t2, the corresponding
fluctuations of A and B are correlated (i.e. statistically dependent).
R.33: Now let us call attention on a quantum-classical similarity which
directly contradicts the idea BI.5 of CIUR. The respective similarity directly
regards the UR (2)/(36) as descendant from the relations (33) and (31). Indeed
the mentioned relations are completely analogous with a set of classical formu-
las from phenomenolgical theory of fluctuations. The alluded formulae can be
written [55], [56] as follows
det
[〈δwAj δwAk〉w] ≥ 0 (50)
∆wA ·∆wB ≥ |〈δwA δwB〉w| (51)
In these formulae Aj , A and B signify the classical global observables which
characterize a thermodynamic system in its wholeness. In the same formu-
lae w denotes the phenomenological probability distribution, 〈. . .〉w represents
the mean (expected value) evaluated by means of w while ∆wA , ∆wB and
〈δwA δwB〉w stand for characteristics (standard deviations respectively corre-
lation) regarding the fluctuations of the mentioned observables. We remind
the appreciation that in classical physics the alluded characteristics and, con-
sequently, the relations (50) - (51) describe the intrinsic (own) properties of
thermodynamic systems but not the aspects of measurements performed on
the respective systems. Such an appreciation is legitimated for example by
the research regarding the fluctuation spectroscopy [57] where the properties
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of macroscopic (thermodynamic) systems are evaluated through the (spectral
components of) characteristics like ∆wA and 〈δwA δwB〉w .
The above discussions disclose the groundlessness of idea [58]- [60] that the
relations like (51) have to be regarded as a sign of a macroscopic/classical com-
plementarity (similar with the quantum complementarity supposed by CIUR
idea BI.4 ). According to the respective idea the quantities ∆wA and ∆wB ap-
pear as macroscopic uncertainties. Note that the mentioned idea was criticized
partially in [61, 62] but without any explicit specification that the quantities
∆wA and ∆wB are characteristics of fluctuations.
The previously notified quantum-classical similarity together with the re-
minded significance of the quantities implied in (50) and (51) suggests and
consolidates the following regard (argued also in R.28). The quantities ∆ψA
and ∆ψB from UR (2)/(36) must be regarded as describing intrinsic properties
(fluctuations) of quantum observables A and B but not as uncertainties of such
observables.
Now, in conclusion, one can say that the existence of classical relations (50)
and (51) contravenes to both ideas BI.5 and BI.1 of CIUR.
R.34: In classical physics the fluctuations of A and B implied in (51) are de-
scribed not only by the second order parameters like ∆wA , ∆wB or 〈δwA δwB〉w.
For a better evaluation the respective fluctuations are characterized addition-
ally [63] by higher order moments like 〈(δwA)r (δwB)s〉w with r + s ≥ 3. This
fact suggests the observation that, in the context considered by CIUR, we also
have to use the quantum higher order moments like 〈(δψA)r (δψB)s〉ψ with
r + s ≥ 3. Then for the respective quantum moments CIUR is obliged to offer
an interpretation compatible with its own doctrine. But it seems to be less
probable that such an interpretation can be promoted through credible (and
natural) arguments.
R.35: The thermodynamic systems were also implied in other debates about
CIUR, in connection with the question of the so called ”macroscopic operators”
(see [64], [65] and references). The question appeared as follows. By analogy
with UR (2) and viewing the respective systems in terms of quantum statistical
physics, the CIUR partisans promoted the formula
∆ρA ·∆ρB ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣∣〈[Aˆ, Bˆ]〉
ρ
∣∣∣∣ (52)
This formula implies the notations: A and B denote two global observables
(for the system in its wholeness) described by the corresponding operators Aˆ
and Bˆ, ρˆ signifies the statistical operator (density matrix) associated with the
global state of the system, respectively ∆ρA =
{
Tr
[(
Aˆ− 〈A〉ρ
)2
ρˆ
]} 1
2
where
〈A〉ρ = Tr
(
Aˆ ρˆ
)
= the mean value of A. Relation (52) entailed discussions
because of the conflict between the following two findings:
(i) On one hand (52) is introduced by analogy with UR (2)/(36) on which
CIUR is founded. Then, by extrapolating CIUR, the quantities ∆ρA and ∆ρB
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from (52) should be interpreted as (global) uncertainties subjected to stipula-
tions as the ones indicated in BI.3 and BI.4 .
(ii) On the other hand, in the spirit of BI.5 , CIUR agrees with the idea that
the observables characterizing the thermodynamic systems are possible to be
measured without any uncertainty (i.e. with unbounded accuracy). For an
observable the mentioned possibility should be independent of the fact that it
is measured solitarily or simultaneously with other observables. Thus, for two
thermodynamic observables, it is senselessly to accept stipulations such are the
ones prescribed by BI.3 and BI.4 .
In order to elude the mentioned conflict a strange purpose was promoted,
namely: to abrogate the formula (52) and to replace it with an adjusted macro-
scopic relation concordant with CIUR vision. For such a purpose the global
operators Aˆ and Bˆ from (52) were substituted [64], [65] by the so-called ”macro-
scopic operators” Aˆ and Bˆ. The respective ”macroscopic operators” are con-
sidered to be representable as quasi-diagonal matrices (i.e. as matrices with
non-null elements only in a ”microscopic neighbourhood” of principal diago-
nals). Then one supposes that
[
Aˆ, Bˆ
]
= 0 for any pairs of observables A and B
and, consequently instead of (52) one obtains
∆ρAˆ ·∆ρBˆ ≥ 0 (53)
In this formula CIUR partisans see the fact that the uncertainties ∆ρA and
∆ρB can be unboundedly small at the same instant of time. Such a fact is in
concordance with CIUR vision about macroscopic observables. Today it seems
to be accepted the belief that the adjusted relation (53) solves all the troubles
of CIUR caused by the formula (52).
A first disapproval of the mentioned belief results from the following obser-
vations:
(i) Relation (52) cannot be abrogated if the entire mathematical apparatus of
quantum statistical physics is not abrogated too. More exactly, the substitu-
tion of operators from the global version Aˆj into a ”macroscopic” variant Aˆj is
a senseless invention as long as in practical procedures of quantum statistical
physics [66], [67] as lucrative operators one uses Aˆj but not Aˆj .
(ii) The substitution Aˆj → Aˆj does not metamorphose automatically (52) into
(53), because if two operators are quasi-diagonal, in sense required by the parti-
sans of CIUR, it is not surely that they commute. As an example we quote the
Cartesian components of the global magnetization ~M of a paramagnetic system
formed of N independent 12 - spins. The alluded components are described by
the global operators
Mˆα =
γh¯
2
σˆ(1)α ⊕
γh¯
2
σˆ(2)α ⊕ . . .⊕
γh¯
2
σˆ(N)α (54)
where α = x, y, z ; γ = magneto-mechanical factor and σˆ
(i)
α = Pauli matrices
associated to the i-th spin (particle). Note that the operators (54) are quasi-
diagonal in the mentioned sense but, for all that, they do not commute because[
Mˆα , Mˆβ
]
= ih¯γ ǫαβµ Mˆµ (ǫαβµ denote the Levi-Civita tensor).
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A second disproval of the belief induced by the substitution Aˆj → Aˆj is
evidenced if the relation (52) is regarded in an ab origine (and natural) approach
similar with the one presented in Section 5. In such regard it is easy to see that
in fact the formula (52) is only a restrictive descendant from the generally valid
relation
∆ρA ·∆ρB ≥
∣∣∣∣〈δρAˆ δρBˆ〉
ρ
∣∣∣∣ (55)
where δρ Aˆ = Aˆ − 〈A〉ρ.
This last relation justifies the following affirmations:
(i) Even in the situations when
[
Aˆ , Bˆ
]
= 0 the product ∆ρA ·∆ρB can
be lower bounded by a non-null quantity. This happens because it is possible
to find cases in which the term from the right hand side of (55) has a non-null
value.
(ii) Relations (55) remain valid, without any problem, even after the substi-
tution Aˆj → Aˆj . Then according to the previous affirmation the respective
substitution does not guaranttee the relation (53) and the corresponding spec-
ulations.
The above presented facts warrant the conclusion that the relation (52) reveal
a real shortcoming of CIUR. The respective shortcoming cannot be avoided by
restoring to the so-called ”macroscopic operators”. But note that the same rela-
tion does not cause any problem if it is considered together with (55) as formulae
which refer to the fluctuations of global observables regarding thermodynamic
systems.
R.36: The quantum-classical similarity revealed in R.33 also entails a
proof against the CIUR assertion from BI.5 that Planck constant h¯ has no
analog in non-quantum physics. Such a proof results from the following facts.
The alluded similarity regards the groups of relations (31), (33), (36)/(2) and
(50), (51). The respective relations imply the standard deviations ∆ψAj or
∆wAj associated with the fluctuations of the corresponding observables. But
mathematically the standard deviation indicate the stochasticity (randomness)
of a variable, in the sense that it has a positive or null value as the respective
variable is a stochastic or, alternatively, deterministic (non-stochastic) quantity.
Therefore the deviations ∆ψAj and ∆wAj can be regarded as similar indicators
of stochasticity for the quantum respectively classical observables.
For diverse cases (of observables, systems and states) the classical deviations
have various expressions in which, apparently, no common element seems to be
implied. Nevertheless such an element can be found out [68] as being material-
ized by the Boltzmann constant kB. So, in the framework of phenomenological
theory of fluctuations (in Gaussian approximation) one obtains [68]
(∆w Aj)
2
= kB
∑
α
∑
β
∂A¯j
∂X¯α
∂A¯j
∂X¯β
(
∂2S¯
∂X¯α ∂X¯β
)−1
(56)
In this relation A¯j = 〈Aj〉w, S = S (Xα) denotes the entropy written as a
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function of independent variables Xα , (α = 1, 2, . . . , r) and (aαβ)
−1
represent
the elements of the inverse of matrix [aαβ]. Then from (56) it result that the
expressions for (∆w Aj)
2
consist of products of kB with factors which are inde-
pendent of kB. The respective independence is evidenced by the fact that the
alluded factors ought to coincide with deterministic (non-stochastic) quantities
from usual thermodynamics. Or it is known that such quantities do not imply
kB at all. Concrete exemplifications of the relations (56) with the above noted
properties are quoted in [68].
Then, as a first aspect, from (56) it results that the fluctuations character-
istics (dispersions) (∆w Aj)
2
are directly proportional to kB and, consequently,
they are non-null respectively null quantities as kB 6= 0 or kB → 0. (Note that
because kB is a constant the limit kB → 0 means that the quantities directly
proportional with kB are negligible comparatively with other quantities of same
dimensionality but independent of kB ). On the other hand, the second aspect
(mentioned also above) is the fact that ∆w Aj are particular indicators of clas-
sical stochasticity. Conjointly the two mentioned aspects show that kB has the
qualities of an authentic generic indicator of thermal stochasticity which is spe-
cific for classical macroscopic systems. (Add here the observation that the same
quality of kB can be revealed also [68] if the thermal stochasticity is studied in
the framework of classical statistical mechanics).
Now let us discuss about the quantum stochasticity whose indicators are the
standard deviations ∆ψAj . Based on the relations (20) and (46) one can say
that in many cases the expressions for (∆ψAj)
2 consist in products of Planck
constant h¯ with factors which are independent of h¯. Then, by analogy with
the above discussed classical situations, h¯ places itself in the posture of generic
indicator for quantum stochasticity.
In the alluded posture the Planck constant h¯ has an authentic classical analog
represented by the Boltzmann constant kB. But such an analogy contradicts
strongly the idea BI.5 .
In connection with the roles of kB and h¯ as generic indicators of stochasticity
it is of interest to add here the following aspect. In their above presented roles
kB and h¯ regard the one-fold stochasticity, of classical and quantum nature
respectively, evaluated through the deviations ∆w Aj and ∆ψAj . But in physics
is also known a two-fold stochasticity, of a combined thermal and quantum
nature. Such a stochasticity appears in cases of quantum statistical systems
and it is evaluated through the standard deviations ∆ρAj implied in relations
(52) and (55). The expressions of the mentioned deviations can be obtained by
means of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [66]. Therefore
(∆ρAj)
2
=
h¯
2π
∞∫
−∞
coth
(
h¯ω
2kBT
)
χ
′′
jj (ω) dω (57)
Here χ
′′
jj (ω) denote the imaginary parts of the susceptibilities associated with
the observables Aj . Note that χ
′′
jj (ω) are the deterministic quantities which
appear also in non-stochastic framework of macroscopic physics [69]. That is
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why χ
′′
jj (ω) are independent of both kB and h¯. Then from (57) it results
that kB and h¯ considered together appear as a couple of generic indicators
for the twofold stochasticity of thermal and quantum nature. The respective
stochasticity is negligible when kB → 0 and h¯→ 0 and significant when kB 6= 0
and h¯ 6= 0 respectively.
The above discussions about the quantum stochasticity and the limit h¯→ 0
must be supplemented with the following specifications. The respective stochas-
ticity regards the cases of observables of orbital and spin types respectively. In
the orbital cases the limit h¯ → 0 is usually associated with the quantum→
classical limit. The respective limit implies an unbounded growth of the values
of some quantum numbers so as to ensure a correct limit for the orbital move-
ments. Then one finds [70,71] that the orbital-type stochasticity is in one of the
following two situations:
(i) in the mentioned limit it converts oneself in a classical-type stochasticity
of the corresponding observables (e.g. in the cases of ϕ and Lz of a torsional
pendulum or of x and p of a rectilinear oscillator), or
(ii) in the same limit it disappears, the corresponding observables becoming
deterministic classical variables (e.g. in the case of the distance r of the electron
in respect with the nucleus in a hydrogen atom).
The quantum stochasticity of spin-type regards the spin observables. In the
limit h¯ → 0 such observables disappear completely (i.e. they lose both their
mean values and the affined fluctuations).
We end here this section where the remarks R.27 - 36 point out a class of
less discussed shortcomings of CIUR. The respective class supplements the set
of the more known of CIUR defects discussed in sections 3, 4, and 5. In its
wholeness the resulting set contradicts indubitably the ensemble of all CIUR
basic ideas BI.1 - 5 .
7 A first reconsideration of the things: Aban-
donment of CIUR
In sections 3 - 6 we have presented a set of shortcomings whose ensemble con-
tradicts in an indubitable manner all the basic ideas BI.1 - 5 of CIUR. Of
course, the respective presentation ought to be supplemented with specifica-
tions regarding both the gravity of the things and the possible reconsideration
of the discussed questions. In this sense we note the following remarks.
R.37: The mentioned contradictions are irrefutable for CIUR doctrine in
the sense that they can not be surmounted by inner arguments (deductible from
BI.1 - 5 ) of the respective doctrine. Consequently the vexed question about
CIUR must be approached constructively by taking into account the alluded
shortcomings and by looking for adequate reappraisal of the facts.
R.38: In the mentioned circumstances CIUR proves oneself to be an incor-
rect amalgam (of suppositions) deprived of necessary qualities of a valid scientific
construction. That is why CIUR must be abandoned as a wrong doctrine which,
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in fact, has no real value.
R.39: The alluded abandonment has to be completed by a natural re-
interpretation of the basic CIUR’s relations (1) and (2). We opine that the
respective re-interpretation is argued mainly in the remarks R.27, R.28 and
R.33 from Section 6. So the relations (1) appear as fictions without any physical
significance. On the other hand the relations (2) are simple fluctuations formu-
lae, from the same family with the microscopic and macroscopic relations from
the groups (31), (33) and (36) respectively (50), (51) and (55). Consequently
the relations (1) and (2) have no special or extraordinary status/significance in
physics.
R.40: The reappraisals noted in R.38 and R.39 do not disturb in any
way the framework (conceptions and procedures) of usual QM as it is applied
concretely in the investigations of quantum systems.
R.41: The above alluded reappraisals disconnect the relations (1) and (2)
from the description of quantum measurements. So the respective description
become a distinct scientific question. It will be discussed in the next sections.
8 An inspection of the conventional views about
quantum measurements
The question regarding the description of the quantum measurements (QMS) is
one of the most debated subject associated with the CIUR history. It generated
a large diversity of viewpoints relatively to its importance and/or approach (see
[1, 25–29] and references). The respective diversity inserts even some extreme
opinions such are:
(i) the description of QMS is ”probably the most important part of the theory
( ”QM”)” [1].
(ii) ”the word ( ”measurement”) has had such a damaging effect on the discus-
sions that ... it should be banned altogether in quantum mechanics” [72].
As a notable aspect today one finds that the many of the existing approaches
of QMS (including some of the most recent ones) are of conventional essence.
This happens because they are grounded on some conventional premises (CP)
which presume and even try to extend the CIUR doctrine (see [1, 6, 25–29,
73–75] and references). That is why, a reconsideration of CIUR like the one
presented above in the previous sections, requires a corresponding inspection of
the mentioned CP regarding the QMS. We start such an inspection by pointing
out the fact that, in essence, the alluded CP can be resumed as follows:
CP.1 (basic): The descriptions of QMS must be developed as confirmations
and extensions of CIUR doctrine.
CP.2 (supporting CIUR): The peculiarities of QMS reported in BI.2 -4 are
connected with the corresponding features of the measuring perturbations (which
trouble the investigated systems during the measurements). So in the cases of
observables refered in BI.2 - 3 respectively in BI.4 the alluded perturbations
are supposed to have an avoidable respectively an unavoidable character.
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CP.3 (supporting CIUR): In the case of QMS the mentioned perturbations
cause specific jumps in states of the measured systems. The respective jumps
have to be included obligatory in the descriptions of QMS.
CP.4 (supporting CIUR): With regard to the observables of quantum and
classical type respectively the measuring inconveniences (perturbations and un-
certainties) show an essential difference. Namely they are unavoidable respec-
tively avoidable characteristics of measurements. The mentioned difference must
be taken into account as a main point in the descriptions of the measurements
regarding the two types of observables.
CP.5 (extending CIUR): For a quantum observable A of a system in the
state |ψ > a QMS is assumed to give as result a single value say an which is one
of the eigenvalues of the associated operator Aˆ. Therefore the description of the
respective QMS must include as essential piece a sudden reduction (collapse) of
the wave function i.e a relation of the form:
|ψ(t) > before measurement→ |an > after measurement (58)
where t denotes the instant of QMS and |an > represents the eigenfunction of Aˆ
corresponding to the eigenvalue an. CP.6 (extending CIUR): The description
of QMS ought to be incorporated as an inseparable part in the framework of
QM. Adequately QM must be considered as a unitary theory both of intrinsic
properties of quantum systems and of measurements regarding the respective
properties.
Now the announced inspection of the conventional conceptions about QMS
can be focused in comments on the above premises CP.1 - 6 . In the spirit
of the previous discussions regarding CIUR for the alluded comments of prime
importance is to note that the premises CP.1 - 6 are troubled by many sort-
comings. The respective troubles are pointed out piece by piece through the
following remarks.
R.42: As we concluded in Section 7 in fact CIUR is nothing but a wrong
doctrine which must be abandoned. Consequently CIUR has to be omitted from
the lucrative scientific discussions. Moreover it is illegitimately to approach a
scientific question (as is the description of QMS) by using and extending such
a doctrine. That is why the premise CP.1 is totally groundless.
R.43: The premise CP.2 is inspired and argued by the ideas of CIUR about
the relations (1) and (2). But, according to the discussions from the previous
sections, the respective ideas are completely unfounded. Therefore the alluded
CP.2 is deprived of any necessary and well-grounded justification.
R.44: In the main CP.3 is inferred from the belief that the mentioned
jumps have an essential importance for QMS. But the respective belief appears
as entirely unjustified if one takes into account the following natural and indu-
bitable observation [76]: ”it seems essential to the notion of measurement that
it answers a question about the given situation existing before the measurement.
Whether the measurement leaves the measured system unchanged or brings about
a new and different state of that system is a second and independent question”.
So we have to report an inevitable deficiency of CP.3 .
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R.45: The essence of the difference mentioned in CP.4 is questionable at
least because of the following two reasons:
(i) In the classical case the mentioned avoidance of the measuring inconve-
niences have not a significance of principle but only a relative and limited value
(depending on the performances of measuring devices and procedures). Such a
fact seems to be well known by experimenters.
(ii) In the quantum case until now the alluded unavoidableness cannot be jus-
tified by valid arguments of experimental nature (see the above remark R.27
and the comments regarding the relation (45)).
R.46: Through the assumption implied in CP.5 a QMS is presumed to
consist of a single experimental trial. But as it is well known the quantum ob-
servables are stochastic variables endowed with specific spectra of values. On
the other hand, from a mathematical perspective [36], for a stochastic variable
a single experimental trial (outcome) has no significance. A true measurement
(experimental evaluation) of such a variable requires a statistical sampling com-
posed by a (large) number of single trials. The results of the mentioned sam-
pling facilitate the estimation of the probabilistic characteristics (e.g. mean
value and standard deviation) of the respective variable. The mentioned fea-
tures of measurements regarding stochastic observables are taken into account
in the classical (non-quantum) context in connection with the phenomenological
theory of fluctuations [77,78]. In the respective context a stochastic observable
A is characterized [55,56,79] by a probability distribution w(a). But for a true
measurement of A a single experimental trial, which gives a unique value - say
a0, has no significance. Consequently, there it is no interest for a reduction
(collapse) of probability distribution like
w (a) before measurement→ δ (a− a0) after measurement (59)
with δ = Dirac function.
Then by a credible analogy one can say that in respect with QMS the re-
duction/collapse (58) has not any real scientific meaning.
R.47: The reduction/collapse (58) also appears as meaningless if the ques-
tion of QMS is regarded from the perspective of Albertson’s observation [76]
quoted above in R.44.
R.48: The premise CP.6 proves to be an unjustified idea if the usual con-
ventions of physics are considered. According to the respective conventions, in
all the basic chapters of physics, each observable of a system is regarded as a
concept ”per se” (in its essence) which is denuded of measuring aspects. Or
QM is nothing but such a basic chapter, like classical mechanics, thermody-
namics, electrodynamics or statistical physics. On the other hand in physics
the measurements appear as main pourposes of experiments. But note that the
study of the experiments has its own problems [80] and is done in frameworks
which are additional and distinct in respect with the basic chapters of physics.
The above note is consolidated by the observation that [81]: ”the procedures of
measurement (comparison with standards) has a part which cannot be described
inside the branch of physics where it is used”.
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Then, in contrast with the premise CP.6 , it is natural to accept the idea
that QM and the description of QMS have to remain distinct scientific branches.
However the two branches have to use some common concepts and symbols. This
happens because, in fact, both of them also imply elements regarding the same
quantum systems.
In the end of this section in can be seen that remarks R.42 - 48 point out
serious shortcomings of all premisesCP.1 - 6 regarding QMS. Consequently the
conventional approaches of QMS prove themselves to be unsuccesful endeavours.
Then, with regard to QMS, it can be of some nontrivial interest to search for
possible new approaches, dissociated from the premises CP.1 - 6 . Such an
approach is presented in the next sections.
9 A second reconsideration of things: New views
about QMS
It is known that the above presented premises CP.1 - 6 persist in nowadays
publications regarding the problem of QMS description. Then, by taking into
account the remarks R.42 - 48 from the previous section, it results that the
mentioned problem is still an open question (at least partially). The respec-
tive question requires reconsidered approaches founded on new premises (NP)
and disconnected of conventional premises CP.1 - 6 and CIUR doctrine. We
attempt to present such NP in this section.
Firstly we note that a natural theory of measurements must contain elements
(concepts and reasonings) which are in adequate correspondence with the main
characteristics of the real measuring experiments. Then, for our attempt, it is
of major interest to account the alluded characteristics of QMS regarded in the
general context of scientific practice (with its proved and accepted views). We
start the mentioned account with the observation that in classical physics the
belief [82] ”in the objective existence of material systems ... which possess prop-
erties independently of measurements” is accepted as an axiom. The respective
axiom implies the idea that a measurement aims to give information about the
pre-existent state of the investigated system. We opine that the mentioned ax-
iom and idea must also be adopted in connection with the quantum systems.
Our opinion is encouraged by the following two remarks expressed with regard
to QMS:
(i)”when it is said that something is ”measured” it is difficult not to think of
the results are referring to some preexisting property of the object in question”
[72].
(ii)”the function of measurement in quantum mechanics is to determine the
average value and the dispersion of some physical quantity in a given system as
they are prior the measurement” [76].
For discussions on the QMS it is also important to underline the fact that
quantum observables are stochastic variables. Then, as it was pointed out in
R.46, in the last analysis a true measurement of such an observable requires
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a statistical sampling (composed from a large number of single experimental
trials). A similar requirement is found in the case of measurements regarding
the measurement of classical (non-quantum) observables with stochastic char-
acteristics. That is why we think that in the description of QMS there can
be much interest in some ideas referring to the measurements of the alluded
classical observables (like the ones discussed in [77, 78] ).
The above considerations plead for the idea that for the description of QMS
a naturally reconsidered approach can be founded on the following new premises
(NP):
NP.1: The real purpose of a QMS is to give information about the pre-
existent state of the investigated system. Therefore for a natural description of
a QMS it is needlessly any reference to a collapse (reduction) of the respective
state into a post-measurement one.
NP.2: The description of QMS has to assimilate some ideas regarding the
measurements of classical stochastic observables. This is because, in practice,
both types of measurements consist in similar statistical samplings.
NP.3: Since QMS refer to the systems studied in QM their descriptions
ought to use some QM concepts (e.g. wave functions and operators).
NP.4: The procedures of QMS include parts which do not belong to QM.
Therefore the description of QMS have to be regarded not as a part of QM-theory
but as a distinct scientific branch.
By taking into account the above premises NP.1 - 4 a new approach of
QMS description can be developed, which will be presented below in the next
sections.
10 A suggesting classical model
An approach of QMS, reconsidered in the above mentioned senses, can be started
with some discussions about a suggesting model which regards the measure-
ments of classical stochastic observables. For such a model we refer to the
case of an observable A appearing in the phenomenological theory of fluctua-
tions [65], [79] (mentioned also in the remark R.46 ). The values a of such
an observable range in a continuous and infinite spectrum (i.e. a ∈ (−∞,∞)).
The respective values are associated with the probability distribution w(a). In
respect with the values of A a measurement can be regarded [76], [78] as an
input → output (in→ out) process which imply the transformation
win (a)→ wout (a) (60)
In the alluded regard win (a) refers to the intrinsic values of A, associated with
the inner properties of the measured system, while wout (a) is related with the
output values of A, displayed on the recorder of the measuring device. Note
that, without any loss of generality, the in and out spectra of A (associated
to win (a) and wout (a)) can be considered as coincident. By means of wη(a)
(η = in, out) the corresponding (numerical) characteristics of A regarded as
stochastic variable can be introduced. In the spirit of usual practice of physics
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we refer here only to the two lowest order such characteristics. They are the
η - mean (expected) values 〈A〉η and η - standard deviations ∆ηA defined as
follows
〈A〉η =
∞∫
−∞
awη (a) da (∆ηA)
2
=
〈(
A− 〈A〉η
)2〉
η
(61)
The values of A displayed by the measuring device are evaluated (by sampling
and processing) according to the rules of mathematical statistics [36, 83]. As
regards the observable A the mentioned evaluation attends to provide optimal
estimators for the out-characteristics like 〈A〉out and ∆outA (or even for the out-
distribution wout(a)). It is a fact that some publications seem to admit (tacitly)
the idea that the alluded evaluation takes into account the in-characteristics
of A (like 〈A〉in, ∆inA or even win(a)). But one can see that such an idea
is justified only in the case of ideal measurements when wout(a) = win(a).
However in most of the real situations the measurements are non-ideal and
wout(a) 6= win(a). Consequently we think that, for the considered measurements
of A, it is necessary to search a theoretical description able to give a concrete
and credible expression for the transformation (60). In the spirit of our works
[77], [78] the respective search can be materialized by taking into account the
following aspects:
(i) For a characterization of the measuring device we use the transfer prob-
ability G(a, a′) with the significance : (i.1) G(a, a′)da denote the (infinitesimal)
probability that by measurement the in-value a′ of A to be recorded in the out-
interval (a, a+da), (i.2) G(a, a′)da′ represents the probability that the out-value
a to result from the in-values which belong to the interval (a′, a′ + da′).
(ii) The stochastic characteristics of the measuring device and of the measured
system respectively are completely independent.
According to the rules of composition for probabilities the transformation
(60) can be written as
wout (a) =
∞∫
−∞
G (a, a′)win (a
′) da′ (62)
Due to the significances mentioned above in (i.1) and (i.2) the kernel G(a, a′)
satisfies the relation
∞∫
−∞
G (a, a′) da =
∞∫
−∞
G (a, a′) da′ = 1 (63)
One observes that in (62) G(a, a′) describe the characteristics of the measuring
devices. Particularly G(a, a′) = δ(a − a′) and G(a, a′) 6= δ(a − a′) (where δ
denotes the Dirac function) describe an ideal respectively a non-ideal device.
Differently win (a
′) refers to the properties of the measured system. So wout (a)
incorporate information regarding both the mentioned device and system.
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Now, from the general perspective of the present paper, it is of interest
to note some observations about the measuring uncertainties (errors). Firstly
it is important to remark that for the discussed observable A, the standard
deviations ∆inA and ∆outA are not estimators of the mentioned uncertainties.
Of course that the above remark contradicts some loyalities induced by CIUR
doctrine. Here it must be pointed out that:
(i) On one hand ∆inA together with 〈A〉in describe only the intrinsic prop-
erties of the measured system.
(ii) On the other hand ∆outA and 〈A〉out incorporate composite information
about the respective system and the measuring device.
Then, in terms of the above considerations, the measuring uncertainties of
A are described by the following error indicators (characteristics)
ε {〈A〉} = |〈A〉out − 〈A〉in| , ε {∆A} = |∆outA−∆inA| (64)
Note that because A is a stochastic variable for an acceptable evaluation of its
measuring uncertainties it is completely insufficient the single indicator ε {〈A〉}.
Such an evaluation requires at least the couple ε {〈A〉}and ε {∆A} or even the
differences of the higher order moments like
ε {〈(δA)n〉} = |〈(δoutA)n〉out − 〈(δinA)n〉in| (65)
where δηA = A− 〈A〉η ; η = in, out ; n ≥ 3).
Add here the observation that a comprehensive characterization of the mea-
suring uncertainties regarding A can be done [77] in terms of informational
(Shannon) entropies S(wη) defined as
S (wη) = −
∞∫
−∞
wη (a) lnwη (a) da , (η = in, out) (66)
By using the relations (62) and (63) together with the evident formula x− 1 ≥
ln(x) (with x ∈ (0,∞)) it is easy to prove [77] the following result
ε {S (w)} = S (wout)− S (win) ≥ 0 (67)
This result shows that during the measurement the error ε {S (w)} of the infor-
mational entropy (associated with the observable A) is a real and non-negative
quantity. In the last part of (67) the signs = and > correspond to an ideal and
a non-ideal measurement respectively.
11 The suggested quantum model
Now let us develop a reconsidered model for description of QMS. The announced
development conforms oneself to the premises NP.1 - 4 and assimilates some
ideas suggested by the classical model discussed in the previous section. We
restrict our model only to the measurements of quantum observables of orbital
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nature (i.e. coordinates, momenta, angles, angular momenta and energy). The
respective observables are described by the operators Aˆj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) re-
garded as generalized stochastic variables. As a measured system we consider a
spinless microparticle whose state is described by the wave function ψ = ψ (~r, t),
taken in the coordinate representation (~r and t stand for microparticle’s position
and time respectively). Account here the fact that, because we consider only a
non-relativistic context, the explicit mention of time t in the expression of ψ is
unimportant.
Now note the observation that the wave function ψ (~r) incorporate informa-
tion (of probabilistic nature) about the measured system. That is why a QMS
can be regarded as a process of information transmission: from the respective
system to the recorder of the measuring device. Then, on the one hand, the in-
put (in) information described by ψin (~r) refers to the intrinsic (own)properties
of the measured system (regarded as information source). The expression of
ψin (~r) is deducible within the framework of usual QM (e.g. by solving the ade-
quate Schrodinger equation). On the other hand the output (out) information,
described by the wave function ψout (~r), refers to the data obtained on the de-
vice recorder (regarded as information receiver). So the measuring device plays
the role of the transmission channel for the alluded information. Accordingly
the measurement appears as a processing information operation. By regarding
the things as above the description of the QMS must be associated with the
transformation
ψin (~r)→ ψout (~r) (68)
As in the classical model (see the previous section) , without any loss of gener-
ality, here we suppose that the quantum observables have identical spectra of
values in both in- and out- situations. In terms of QM the mentioned suppo-
sition means that the operators Aˆj have the same mathematical expressions in
both in- and out- readings. The respective expressions are the known ones from
QM.
In the framework delimited by the above notifications the description of
QMS requires putting the transformation (68) in concrete forms and then using
some of the known rules of QM. In our opinion the mentioned requirement must
be formulated in terms of quantum probabilities carriers. Such carriers are the
probabilistic densities ρη and currents ~Jη defined by
ρη = |ψη|2 , ~Jη = h¯
m
|ψη|2 · ∇φη (69)
Here |ψη| and φη represents the modulus and the argument of ψη respectively
(i.e.ψη = |ψη| exp(iφη)) and m denotes the mass of microparticle.
The alluded formulation is connected with the observations [84] that the
couple ρ - ~J ”encodes the probability distributions of quantum mechanics” and
it ”is in principle measurable by virtue of its effects on other systems”. To
be added here the possibility [85] of taking in QM as primary entity the couple
ρin− ~Jin but not the wave function ψin (i,e. to start the QM considerations with
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the continuity equation for the mentioned couple and subsequently to derive the
Schrodinger equation for ψin).
According to the above observations the transformations (68) have to be
formulated in terms of ρη and ~Jη. But ρη and ~Jη refer to the position and the
motion kinds of probability respectively. Experimentally the two kinds can be
regarded as measurable by distinct devices and procedures. Consequently the
mentioned formulation has to combine the following two distinct transforma-
tions
ρin → ρout , ~Jin → ~Jout (70)
The considerations about the classical relation (62) suggest that,by completely
similar arguments, the transformations (70) admit the following transformations
ρout (~r) =
∫∫∫
Γ (~r, ~r′) ρin
(
⇀
r
′
)
d3~r′ (71)
Jout; α =
3∑
β=1
∫∫∫
Λαβ (~r, ~r
′) Jin; β (~r
′) d3~r′ (72)
In (72) Jη;α with η = in, out and α = 1, 2, 3 = x, y, z denote Cartesian compo-
nents of ~Jη.
Note the fact that the kernels Γ and Λαβ from (71) and (72) have significance
of transfer probabilities, completely analogous with the meaning of the classical
kernel G(a, a′) from (62). This fact entails the following relations∫∫∫
Γ (~r, ~r′) d3~r =
∫∫∫
Γ (~r, ~r′) d3~r′ = 1 (73)
3∑
α=1
∫∫∫
Λαβ (~r, ~r
′) d3~r =
3∑
β=1
∫∫∫
Λαβ (~r, ~r
′) d3~r′ = 1 (74)
The kernels Γ and Λαβ describe the transformations induced by QMS in the
data (information) about the measured system (microparticle). Therefore they
incorporate some extra-QM elements regarding the characteristics of measuring
devices and procedures. The respective elements do not belong to the usual QM
framework which refers to the intrinsic (own) characteristics of the measured
system.
The above considerations facilitate an evaluation of the effects induced by
QMS on the probabilistic estimators of here considered orbital observables Aj .
Such observables are described by the operators Aˆj whose expressions depend
on ~r and ∇. According to the previous discussions the mentioned operators are
supposed to remain invariant under the transformations which describe QMS.
So one can say that in the situations associated with the wave functions ψη
(η = in, out) the mentioned observables are described by the following prob-
abilistic estimators/characteristics (of first order): mean values 〈Aj〉η, corre-
lations Cη (Aj , Ak) and standard deviations ∆ηAj . With the usual notation
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(f, g) =
∫
f∗g d3~r for the scalar product of functions f and g, the mentioned
estimators are defined by the relations
〈Aj〉η =
(
ψη, Aˆjψη
)
, δηAˆj = Aˆj − 〈Aj〉η
Cη (Aj , Ak) =
(
δηAˆj ψη, δηAˆk ψη
)
, ∆ηAj =
√
Cη (Aj , Aj)
(75)
Add here the fact that the in version of the estimators (75) are calculated
by means of the wave function ψin, known from the considerations about the
inner properties of the investigated system (e.g. by solving the corresponding
Schro¨dinger equation). On the other hand the out version of the respective
estimators can be evaluated by usage of the probability density and current
ρout and ~Jout. So if Aˆj does not depend on ∇ (i.e. Aˆj = Aj(~r)) in evaluating
the scalar products from (75) one can use the evident equality ψoutAˆj ψout =
Aˆj ρout. When Aˆj depends on ∇ (i.e. Aˆj = Aj(∇)) in the same products can
be appealed the substitution
ψ∗out∇ψout =
1
2
∇ρout + im
h¯
~Jout (76)
ψ∗out∇2ψout = ρ
1
2
out∇2 ρ
1
2
out +
im
h¯
∇ ~Jout − m
2
h¯2
~J2out
ρout
(77)
The mentioned usage seems to allow the avoidance of the implications regarding
[84] ” a possible nonuniqueness of current”(i.e. of the couple ρη − ~Jη).
Within the above presented model of QMS the instrumental uncertainty
(errors) associated with the measurements of observables Aj can be evaluated
through the following uncertainty indicators
ε {〈Aj〉} =
∣∣〈Aj〉out − 〈Aj〉in∣∣
ε {C (Aj , Ak)} = |Cout (Aj , Ak)− Cin (Aj , Ak)|
ε {∆Aj} = |∆outAj −∆inAj |
(78)
These quantum indicators are completely similar with the classical ones (64).
Note that here can be used a similarity with the classical situation dis-
cussed in the previous section. So the quantum measuring uncertainties can be
evaluated not only by the quantities (78) but also through the changes in infor-
mational entropies. In quantum cases the respective entropies can be defined as
S (ρη) = −
∫∫∫
ρη (~r) · ln ρη (~r) d3~r (79)
S
(
~jη
)
= −
∫∫∫
υ−1|~jη (~r) | · ln
∣∣∣υ−1~jη (~r)∣∣∣ d3~r (80)
In the last of these relations the factor υ−1 was introduced together with ~Jη
because of dimensional considerations (υ has the dimension of velpcity ).
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Then in an informational view the measuring uncertainties are described by
the couple of the indicators ε {S (ρ)} and ε
{
S
(
~J
)}
defined by the following
relations :
ε {S (ρ)} = |S (ρout)− S (ρin)| ≥ 0 (81)
ε
{
S
(
~J
)}
=
∣∣∣S ( ~Jout) − S ( ~Jin)∣∣∣ ≥ 0 (82)
The relation (81) can be proved similarly with (67). Probably that proof of
relation (82) requires more elaborate mathematical reasonings (it was written
here on intuitive considerations). In both of the respective relations the sign =
refers to the ideal measurements while the cases with > regard the non-ideal
measurements.
The here discussed model regarding the description of QMS is exemplified in
Annex A.
Now is the place to note that the out-version of the estimators (75), (79) and
(80) as well as the uncertainty indicators (78), (81) and (82) have a theoretical
significance. In practice the verisimilitude of such estimators and indicators
must be tested by comparing them with their experimental correspondents (ob-
tained by sampling and processing of the data collected from the recorder of the
measuring device). If the test is confirmative both theoretical descriptions, of
QM intrinsic properties of system and of QMS, can be considered as adequate.
But if the test gives an invalidation of the results, at least one of the mentioned
descriptions must be regarded as inadequate.
In the end of this section we wish to add the following two observations:
(i) The here proposed description of QMS does not imply some interconnec-
tion of principle between the measuring uncertainties of two distinct observables.
This means that from the perspective of the respective description there are no
reasons to discuss about a measuring compatibility or incompatibility of two
observables.
(ii) The above considerations from the present section refer to the QMS of or-
bital observables. Similar considerations can be also done in the case of QMS
regarding the spin observables. In such a case besides the probabilities of spin-
states (well known in QM publications) it is important to take into account the
spin current density (e.g. in the version proposed recently [86]).
12 Some conclusions
We starred the present paper from the observation that in fact CIUR is troubled
by a number of still unsolved shortcomings. Then, for a primary goal of our text,
we strove to investigate in detail the main aspects as well as the authenticity
of the respective shortcomings. So we firstly analysed the renowned deficiencies
regarding the pairs of canonically conjugate observables Lz − φ, N − φ and
E− t. Additionally we also discussed a whole class of other CIUR shortcomings
usually underestimated (or even neglected) in publications.
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The mentioned investigations, performed in sections 2 - 6, reveal the follow-
ing aspects :
(i) A group of the CIUR’s shortcomings appear from the application of the
usual (Robertson -Schrodinger) version of UR in situations where, mathemati-
cally, it is incorrect ;
(ii) The rest of the shortcomings result from unnatural linkages with things of
other nature (e.g. with the thought experimental relations or with the pres-
ence/absence of h¯ in some formulas);
(iii) Moreover one finds that, if the mentioned applications and linkages are
handled correctly, the alluded shortcomings prove themselves as being veridic
and unavoidable facts. The ensemble of the respective facts invalidate all the
basic ideas of CIUR.
In consensus with the above noted findings, in Section 7, we promoted the
opinion that CIUR must be abandoned as an incorrect and useless (or even
misleading) doctrine. Conjointly with the respective opinion we think that the
primitive UR (the so called Heisenberg’s relations) must be regarded as:
(i) fluctuation formulas - in their theoretical (Robertson-Schrodinger) ver-
sion,
(ii) fictitious things, without any physical significance - in their thought-experimental
version.
Because CIUR ideas imply suppositions regarding QMS the above announced
abandonment requires a re-examination ( at least in part) of the QMS prob-
lems. To such a requirement we tried to answer in Sections 8 - 11. So, by a
detailed investigation, we have shown that the CIUR-connected approaches of
QMS are grounded on dubitable (or even incorrect) premises. That is why we
declare ourselves for reconsidered approaches of QMS, based on new (and more
natural) premises. Such an approach is argued and developed in Sections 9, 10
and 11 respectively, and it is exemplified in Annex A.
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Annex A: An exemplification
For a simple exemplification of the model presented in Section 11 let us refer to
a microparticle in a one-dimensional motion along the x-axis. We take ψin (x) =
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|ψin (x)| · exp {iφin (x)} with
|ψin (x)| =
(
σ
√
2π
)
−
1
2 · exp
{
− (x− x0)
2
4σ2
}
, φin (x) = kx (83)
Correspondingly we have
ρin (x) = |ψin (x)|2 , Jin (x) = h¯k
m
|ψin (x)|2 (84)
So the intrinsic properties of the microparticle are described by the parameters
x0, σ and k.
If the errors induced by QMS are small the kernels Γ and Λ in (71)-(72) can
be considered of Gaussian forms like
Γ (x, x′) =
(
γ
√
2π
)
−1
· exp
{
− (x− x
′)
2
2γ2
}
(85)
Λ (x, x′) =
(
λ
√
2π
)
−1
· exp
{
− (x− x
′)
2
2λ2
}
(86)
where γ and λ describe the characteristics of the measuring devices. Then for
ρout and Joutone finds
ρout (x) =
[
2π
(
σ2 + γ2
)]− 1
2 · exp
{
− (x− x
′)
2
2 (σ2 + γ2)
}
(87)
Jout (x) = h¯k
[
2πm2
(
σ2 + λ2
)]− 1
2 · exp
{
− (x− x
′)
2
2 (σ2 + λ2)
}
(88)
It can been seen that in the case when both γ → 0 and λ→ 0 the kernels Γ(x, x′)
and Λ(x, x′) degenerate into the Dirac’s function δ(x−x′). Then ρout → ρin and
Jout → Jin. Such a case corresponds to an ideal measurement. Alternatively
the cases when γ 6= 0 and/or λ 6= 0 are associated with non-ideal measurements.
As observables of interest we take coordinate x and momentum p described
by the operators xˆ = x· and pˆ = −ih¯ ∂
∂x
. Then according to the scheme presented
in Section 11 one obtains
〈x〉in = 〈x〉out = x0 , 〈p〉in = 〈p〉out = h¯k (89)
Cin (x, p) = Cout (x, p) =
ih¯
2
(90)
∆inx = σ , ∆outx =
√
σ2 + γ2 (91)
∆inp =
h¯
2σ
(92)
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∆outp = h¯
√
k2 (σ2 + γ2)√
(σ2 + λ2) (σ2 + 2γ2 − λ2) − k
2 +
1
4 (σ2 + γ2)
(93)
Subsequently, according to (78), the measuring errors regarding x and p are
characterized by the uncertainty indicators
ε {〈x〉} = 0 , ε {〈p〉} = 0 , ε {C (x, p)} = 0 (94)
ε {∆x} =
√
σ2 + γ2 − σ (95)
ε {∆ p} = |∆out p−∆in p| (96)
(Read the last formula by appealing to (92) and (93)).
The relations (94)-(96) show that in the considered model the characteris-
tics 〈x〉, 〈p〉 and C(x, p) of stochastic observables x and p are not troubled by
measuring errors. But in the same model the characteristics ∆x and ∆p are
disturbed by non-null such errors.
For the measuring uncertainties (81) and (82) regarding the informational
entropies one finds
ε {S (ρ)} = S (ρout)− S (ρin) = 1
2
ln
(
1 +
γ2
σ2
)
(97)
ε {S (J)} = S (Jout)− S (Jin) = 1
2
ln
(
1 +
λ2
σ2
)
(98)
In the last of these relation for υ introduced in (80) we take υ = (m/h¯k).
For an evaluation of the interdependence between the uncertainty indicators
of x and p from (94)-(96) one obtains
ε {〈x〉} · ε {〈p〉} = 0 (99)
ε {∆x} · ε {∆p} ≥ h¯µ (100)
Here µ is a real, non-negative and dimensionless quantity which can be evaluated
by means of the relations (94)-(96).
If in (83) we restrict to the values x0 = 0, k = 0 and σ =
√
h¯
2mω our
system is just a linear oscillator in its ground state (m = mass and ω = angular
frequency). As observable of interest we consider the energy described by the
Hamiltonian
Hˆ = − h¯
2
2m
d2
dx2
+
mω2
2
x2 (101)
Then for the respective observable one finds
〈H〉in =
h¯ ω
2
, ∆inH = 0 (102)
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〈H〉out =
ω
[
h¯2 +
(
h¯+ 2mω γ2
)2]
4 (h¯+ 2mω γ2)
(103)
∆outH =
√
2mω2 γ2
(
h¯+mω γ2
)
(h¯+ 2mω γ2)
(104)
The corresponding instrumental errors are described by the uncertainty indica-
tors
ε {〈H〉} = |〈H〉out − 〈H〉in| 6= 0 (105)
ε {∆H} = |∆outH−∆inH| 6= 0 (106)
List of abreviations
BI= basic ideas
CIUR = conventional interpretation of uncertainty relations
CP = conventional premises
EXR = extended rotations
in = input
NP = new premises
out = output
QM = quantum mechanics
QMS = quantum measurements
QTP = quantum torsion pendulum
R = remark
SRC = sharp circular rotations
srte = super-resolution-thought-experimental
te = thought-experimental
UR = uncertainty relation(s)
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